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6600 SYSTEM 

New Control Card 

A new control card, LINES, is now available for the 
user. LINES will permdt the chanq.ing of the output line 
(as set by the RUN card) without re-compiling. LINES is 
with the following sequence: 

LOAD(FILE NAME) 
or 

LINES(N) 
FILE N1u"v1E 

6600 
limit 
called 

LINES(N) 
EXECUTE 

where N is an octal number from 1 to 
be LGO. 

217-1. The FILE NAME may 

SORT-MERGE Package 

The 6600 versions of SORT!, SORT2, MERGE2, MERGE4, and 
FREQDSN are now mode independent. That is, they will sort, merge, 
and find frequency distributions of either real or integer arrays. 
In fact, they will also handle alphabetic sorting within the 
limits of the internal display codes. 

We also have available a writeup for GENSORT. GENSORT 
is a general in-memory sort subroutine that does both alphabetic 
and numeric sorting. 

MXLNEQ 

6600 users of MXLNEQ should note that this is the Fortran-63 
version in which the constant vector(s) is/are augmented to 
the array of coefficients so that there is no B parameter. 
Programs using MXL~mo under Fortran-60 have to be changed before 
they will work correctly on the 6600. A new version of MXLNEQ 
is on the way which will allow determinant only or linear equ
ations only options with subsequent time savings. Fortran 
versions are completed and an Ascent version is now being 
programmed. 
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Library Changes 

The following programs now reside on the SCOPE 2.0 library 
in overlay format: 

BASIC 
UMST500 
UMST510 
UMST520 
UMST530 
OMST531 
OMST560 

UMST570 
UMST590 
lT!I.fS T6 00 
UMST610 
UMST620 
UMST660 

This format conserves library directory space and reduces user 
load time. 

COMPASS Assembler 
Soon, the COMPASS Assembler will be added to the SCOPE 2.0 

system so that Ascent programs may be converted to COMPASS 
prior to our changeover to the SCOPE 3.1 operating system. 

6600 UMST 

UMSTAT 66 
UMSTAT 66 is now on the 6600 library as m~T660 and is 

running correctly. If you have any questions about the program, 
see Jim Mundstock in Room 212, Exp. Eng. 

FACTOR ANALYSIS 

A new writeup will soon be forthcoming on Factor Analysis 
since the new version for the CDC 6600 is now available as 
UMST550. Until the writeup is finished, see Lawrence Liddiard, 
in Room 217 Exp. Eng. (ext. 5239) for any information on changes 
in the program. 

Additional features include: 
1) Name cards so that variables may carry non-numeric 

identification. 
2) The symmetric matrix to be factored may be as 

before (correlation with ones on diaaonal, 
correlation with squared multiple correlations on 
diagonal, or an input matrix) or one of the 
following four: 

a) correlation with highest row correlation on 
diagonal 

b) image covariance matrix 
c) image correlation matrix 
d) independent scale matrix 

For information on 2b, 2c, and 2d consult Paul 
Horst, Factor Analysis of Data Matrices, Holt 
Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1965. 
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Average correlation, percent trace and standard 
error of a factor loading (see Harry H. Harmon, 
Modern Factor Analysis, Univ. of Chicago, 1960) 
are now given as output. 
Least square factor scoring matrices are - '·' 
optionally given as print, punch, or scratch 
file output (p. 478, Horst). 
Execution speed is at least 20 times that of the 
CDC 1604. 
The number of variables is increased from 114 to 
approximately 200-270, depending on the options 
selected. 

UMST530, Missing Data Correlation, has been replaced on the 
6600 library by UMST531. UMST530 will not be available after 
December 15, 1967 so UMST users should plan to use the new 
program after that date. For information on UMST531, see the 
consultant in Room 220, Exp. Eng. 

Winter Quarter Classes 

All instructors who have not yet used the CDC 1604 computer 
in this current school year and who are planning to use it for 
their winter quarter classes must contact Mr. Hotchkiss (217 
Exp. Eng.) by letter well before January 2, 1968. This will 
allow us to schedule machine time, arrange for card punching, 
and provide shelf space for output, thus reducing the confusion 
at the beginning of the quarter • 

.CORRECTION 

Unfortunately, in the September issue of Notes and Comments, 
one line was omitted from the explanation of the setup of a job 
deck, using the LISP interpreter. The following should be added 
to the bottom of page 1, following "fourth card" 

"The following cards are the LISP program ending: 
with a STOP)) card." 

Information Please1 

In the August issue of Notes and Comments, the University 
Computer Center announced plans for acquiring a CRT-MICROFILM 
device for the 6600 system. Since the device will be ordered 
soon, please contact Lawrence Liddiard (ext. 5239) if you 
plan to use this device and have any specific requirements. A 
list of general characteristics can be found in the August 
newsletter. 


